
The dull use of colour that we used in some of our establishing 

shots is conventional to this genre of music video. The estab-

lishing shots are usually long shots and wide angled. The lo-

cations are often urban and lonely and to reflect the theme of 

death, we used a wide angled shot of a church and adjusted the 

brightness and contrast on the sky. This is conventional as the 

professional video has a filter over the establishing shot to 

emphasise the dull lighting. 

MISE-EN-SCENE: The costume’s in the Indie Folk genre are 

often vintage and neutral colours. We chose a white flowy 

dress for our performer and used extra material to make it 

appear longer. This ties in with the professional music video 

in ‘The power of love’ because the actress is also wearing a 

vintage, cream dress. 

SETTING: In Christina Perri’s music video she uses wide angled 

shots looking out to sea. When I saw this it emphasised emotion. 

The use of this shot in our music video reflects the lyrics, as 

the sunset is going down the lyrics say ‘lights go down’ which 

we felt was appropriate to relate to this particular shot. The 

pan of the sky is calming and suggests a lonely environment 

which is conventional to this genre of music, Indie Folk. 

My music video Professional music video 



LIGHTING/STAR IMAGE: We used a dull, natural colour pal-

ette throughout our music video and also low key lighting 

which is conventional to this genre of music. We also rep-

resent our star through a range of different shots that 

capture her reaction shots and looking deep in though re-

lating to our narrative. 

PERFORMANCE: In the Indie Folk professional music videos 

that I researched, the performers are mostly female who 

perform with emotion and not much movement. We wanted our 

performance to be powerful so that the audience feel what 

the performer is singing. 

CINEMATOGRAPHY: It’s conventional of the Indie Folk genre to 

use close ups of their performers and we wanted to emphasise 

the emotion and her facial expressions therefore we did this 

with the use of close ups and low angle shots. 

 



NARRATIVE THEMES: Throughout the Indie Folk profes-

sional music videos that I watched, its conventional that 

there is often the narrative theme about a relationship or 

a broken relationship. For our narrative theme, we used 

flash backs of the couple, however he died and she’s 

thinking about their memories together, which also links 

in with the lyrics. We include montages of them which is 

conventional of this music genre. 

CINEMATOGRAPHY: The use of close-up’s are the most fre-

quent in both the professional music videos and our music 

video. This focuses in on something in particular. In this 

music video and ours we use close up of the material with-

in the performers costume.  

MISE EN SCENE: The use of colour in the professional mu-

sic video and the silhouette is also shown in our music vid-

eo. The use of the wide angle shot shows the setting 

around by the sea and  the sunset. In many different Indie 

Folk music videos shots with the sunsets are visible there-

fore we wanted to include these as they are also visibly 

attractive. 



Professional digi-pak. 

For our design, we have our performer in close-up on the 

front cover. She is also on the back cover in long shot 

with her back to the camera. This shot creates an emotion-

al response to the audience and reflects the themes of be-

ing alone and isolation. It has contrast with the theme of 

her being alone and loneliness and the wide angle and open 

setting that she is located which suggests that she is 

free. These two things contrast each other however fits in 

with our music video, Wings and how the audience can in-

terpret these differently. As for the professional digi-pak, 

they also use close up of the performer's face.  

My Digi-pak 

The font that we used is unique and reflects the Indie Folk genre. It is all in capitals which makes the text bold and clear 

to the audience that are reading it. The album name and the performer's name is in a larger size than the track list be-

cause this is more important. this is conventional to all digi-paks. Both fonts on both the professional digi-pak and my own 

are similar, there are large spacing's between each letters making it easier to real.  

The professional digi-pak uses filters and puts the per-

former in black and white, as for our digi-pak we edited 

the image to make it brighter and slightly over exposed 

instead of putting a full filter over it. As for the col-

ours, we used the same colours throughout all of the 

covers, natural colours nothing too bright or bold. The 

indie folk genre conventionally doesn’t use bright col-

ours.  


